
The sun- dhokra necklace
Read More
SKU: 00552
Price: ₹1,442.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
Accessories are the amplifier of your beauty and charm. They are timeless and irrespective of
age will enhance your appearance. This attractive dokra necklace will provide you the perfect
edgy look every girl craves for. This is a beautiful piece of handcrafted work which makes a
perfect add-on along with your short kurtas or maxi dresses or be it anarkalis it will amplify its
beauty. This exquisite piece of ornament has a hollow circular gold base and has black thread
work with small beaded designs. Grab this attractive piece from crafts Odisha at a very
affordable price.
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Fish - Dokra beaded brass
necklace
Read More
SKU: 00536
Price: ₹1,184.50 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This beautiful necklace with mauve taupe and fluorescent orange beaded neckpiece is an
amazing exhibition of the skill of the tribal mass of Odisha. Here the fish pendant is tied along
with red cord which is beautifully decorated. The brass pendant is handcrafted and has a
precise design which is adding on to the beauty of the necklace. Grab this exotic necklace to
enhance your personality from crafts Odisha at a very affordable price.
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Paper Crafts Coaster Set With
Holder
Read More
SKU: 01498
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Coasters, Decor
Tags: Coaster Organiser, coasters, dining decor,
dining table accessories, home décor, interior decor,
paper coasters

Product Description

Teakwood Stone Round Shaped
Bellan Patta or Pedi 4 inch
Read More
SKU: 01272
Price: ₹3,360.00 Original price was: ₹3,360.00.₹
2,800.00Current price is: ₹2,800.00. inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Kitchen Utensils, Teakwoodstone,
Teakwoodstone Chandan Pata, Teakwoodstone Sandal
Rubbing Stone chandan pata, Teakwoodstone Sandals
rubbing Stone, Traditional

Product Description
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Teakwood Stone Round Shaped
Bellan Patta or Pedi 6.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01271
Price: ₹5,040.00 Original price was: ₹5,040.00.₹
3,360.00Current price is: ₹3,360.00. inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Kitchen Utensils, Teakwoodstone,
Teakwoodstone Chandan Pata, Teakwoodstone Sandal
Rubbing Stone chandan pata, Teakwoodstone Sandals
rubbing Stone, Traditional

Product Description

Sandstone Rubbing Stone Puja
Purpose 9.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01268
Price: ₹2,240.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Kitchen Utensils, sandstone, sandstone Chandan
Pata, Sandstone Sandal Rubbing Stone chandan pata,
Sandstone Sandals rubbing Stone, Traditional

Product Description
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Sandstone Natural Round
Mortar Pestle Set 6 in
Read More
SKU: 01265
Price: ₹3,360.00 Original price was: ₹3,360.00.₹
2,800.00Current price is: ₹2,800.00. inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Batan, Handmill Set Miniature, Kitchen
Sandstone Ural Set - Small, Kitchen Utensils,
sandstone, Sandstone Khalbatta, Sandstone Mortar
and Pestle Set, Sandstone Ural Set - Small, Traditional
Mortar Pestle

Product Description

Mortar and pestle are functional from ancient times to still now to prepare
ingredients or substances by crushing and grinding them into a fine paste or
powder. They are also known as mortar grinding machines. Choose the natural round
mortar pestle set of the size you want from the variety store of CRAFTS ODISHA. 
Material: Sandstone  / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 4 x 6 x 6 inch
Characterization of the elemental stone sculptures:

The above stone sculpture is a Sandstone natural round mortar pestle.
Technology in the present time has scraped most of the ancient instruments. There still
exist some ancient types of tools that are unreplaceable.
The rich working surface enables the effective use of Mortar and Pestle
Pestle is cylindrical while Mortar is a round face bowl.

The uses of the mortar pestle :

 Very useful for grinding spices, herbs, and roots in the traditional way.
 This tool can even maintain purity at the same time. Certainly, the smaller fine ingredient
can easily break through the systemic barrier.
Smaller refined versions of the mortar and pestle have continued to find use in kitchens for
preparing pastes and other finely ground elements of cuisine, in pharmacies for preparing
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medicines, and in chemical laboratories.
Place the substance to be ground in the mortar. Press and rotate the pestle onto it until the
desired texture is achieved.

Cleaning guide for the Mortar pestle set:

All you need to do is clean your stone sculptures with a sponge soaked in water and soap.
 Preferably use a non-abrasive cleaning product.
Then dry with a soft cloth or microfiber cloth, preferably, and the statue will shine like new.

Sandstone Oval Imam Dasta,
Mortar Pestle Set 9 inch
Read More
SKU: 01264
Price: ₹3,500.00 Original price was: ₹3,500.00.₹
3,000.00Current price is: ₹3,000.00. inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Batan, Handmill Set Miniature, Kitchen
Sandstone Ural Set - Small, Kitchen Utensils,
sandstone, Sandstone Khalbatta, Sandstone Mortar
and Pestle Set, Sandstone Ural Set - Small, Traditional
Mortar Pestle

Product Description
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Sandstone Decorative Diya
Stand 8 inch
Read More
SKU: 01263
Price: ₹2,800.00 Original price was: ₹2,800.00.₹
2,240.00Current price is: ₹2,240.00. inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: diya stand for puja, sandstone diya, stone diya
stand, stoneware diya

Product Description

Garden Umbrella (GU-01)
Read More
SKU: 00568
Price: ₹10,080.00 Original price was: ₹10,080.00.₹
8,960.00Current price is: ₹8,960.00. inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Parasols & Garden
Umbrellas
Tags: big size umbrella, garden decor, garden
umbrella, home décor, lawn umbrella, terrace umbrella

Product Description
Do you like going for picnics? Or do you have a lawn to have a gala time with your family? So
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here is the perfect product you need to beat that sun away from spoiling your favourite time.
Grab this giant umbrella with chandua print straight from the skilled craftsmen of Odisha at a
very affordable price. The colorful design and beautiful pattern along with the elephant patches
at the edge of this umbrella makes it captivating and is really attractive. So don’t wait for too
long and grab this amazing summer essential before it’s too late.

Garden Umbrella (GU-02)
Read More
SKU: 00569
Price: ₹10,080.00 Original price was: ₹10,080.00.₹
8,960.00Current price is: ₹8,960.00. inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Parasols & Garden
Umbrellas
Tags: big size umbrella, crafts odisha, garden decor,
garden umbrella, home décor, outdoor umbrella,
terrace umbrella

Product Description
CRAFTS ODISHA has a perfect summertime gift for you that you need to keep the sun away
from spoiling your favourite vacation time with your family. Here is a giant umbrella with blue
and red alternate patches with varied colorful prints precisely designed and prepared by the
skilled chandua workers of Odisha at a very affordable price. The colorful design and beautiful
patterns along with the elephant patches at the edge of this umbrella makes it captivating and
is really attractive. So don’t wait for too long and grab this amazing summer essential before
it’s too late.
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Brass Sun green thread dokra
necklace
Read More
SKU: 00548
Price: ₹1,442.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This amazing handcrafted brass sun green dokra necklace is just the right piece of ornament to
be teamed up with your daily attire. The necklace is of the highest quality and has the wide
variety of colour range. This can be a perfect gift for your loved ones and stay assured that
ladies will love it. This piece can be worn along with any attire without any sort of discomfort
due to its high precision in work. So grab this exquisite accessory from crafts Odisha at a very
reasonable price.
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Red-blue thread square shaped
dokra necklace
Read More
SKU: 00550
Price: ₹1,442.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This amazing brass plated handcrafted dokra necklace is a perfect accessory to be teamed up
with your every attire to add on some bit of aesthetics and glamour. This necklace has alternate
red and blue thread works which are separated by small and tiny brass beads. The square brass
plate will give you an edgy look and will amplify your appearance and beauty. There is no age
limit to look beautiful so grab this timeless beauty for yourself and create a style statement.
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Brass plated dokra beaded
necklace
Read More
SKU: 00551
Price: ₹1,442.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
Accessories are meant to amplify your beauty and charm as well as an add-on to your
fashionable outlook. This beautiful brass dokra necklace makes a perfect teammate for your
Indian as well as your western attires. Wear it like a choker along with your maxi dresses or add
it along with your anarkalis. It will definitely make a style statement and is meant for all the
fashion divas out there irrespective of their age. The brass plate is handcrafted and has a
catchy design on it. So grab this amazing black thread brass beaded dokra necklace at a very
affordable price.
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The Regal- dokra necklace
Read More
SKU: 00554
Price: ₹1,184.50 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This unique brass dokra necklace will add some pinch of glamour to your everyday boring look.
It is handcrafted and has a beautiful tribal face design crafted on it with perfection. It will go
well along with Indian as well as western attires and will give you an edgy look which most girl
really love.  There is no age for wearing accessories and this necklace is ageless for all the
beautiful ladies out there. This piece has a blue thread beaded with small bronze beads which
gives it an attractive finish. So grab this for your dear and loved ones from crafts Odisha at a
very affordable price.
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The edgy wear - dokra necklace
Read More
SKU: 00555
Price: ₹1,133.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This unique brass dokra necklace will add on some pinch of outstanding beauty to your
everyday boring look. It is handcrafted and has a beautiful tribal face design crafted on it with
perfection. It will go well along with Indian as well as western attires and will give you an edgy
look which most girl prefer. This piece has a red thread beaded with small bronze beads which
gives it an attractive finish. So grab this for your dear and loved ones from crafts Odisha at a
very affordable price.
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Z letter in love- Yellow-blue
dokra beaded necklace
Read More
SKU: 00538
Price: ₹1,184.50 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This amazing necklace with Crayola yellow and cyan blue cords attached with beads and a
beautiful brass pendant in heart shape attached to it with alphabet Z carved on it. This hand-
crafted beauty will grab the attention for you. This is a perfect team up for the Indian or western
attires. This edgy neck piece will provide you young and elegant look. This exotic accessory
available for a very affordable price only at crafts Odisha.
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Star small golden beaded black
thread dokra necklace
Read More
SKU: 00540
Price: ₹1,184.50 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This amazing necklace is exclusively available for the beautiful ladies in search of a perfect
ornament to team up with some ethnic as well as western attire. This beautiful neckpiece is a
handcrafted golden colored piece which will enhance the beauty of your neck and will amplify
your self-confidence to be presentable in any occasion. Due to its light weight but amazing
perfection in the design it can be wore to any sort of gatherings. So grab this beauty as soon as
possible. Exclusively available on Crafts Odisha.
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Star small golden bead green
thread necklace
Read More
SKU: 00541
Price: ₹1,184.50 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This elegant, simple yet super attractive piece of the necklace will enhance the beauty of your
neck as well as amplify your appearance and feed you with enough confidence for being
presentable for any occasion. This necklace has a well-designed pendant polished with gold and
the perfect bead work all over the black cord looks marvelous. So grab the exquisite piece of
handcrafted dokra jewel from crafts Odisha at a very reasonable price.
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Elegant small golden black
dokra necklace
Read More
SKU: 00542
Price: ₹1,184.50 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This sassy piece of necklace exclusively available at crafts Odisha. This beautifully handcrafted
jewel from the tribal of Odisha will leave you speechless with its perfection and beauty. This
necklace will go well with every attire and can be worn to every occasion. Due to its light weight
is comfortable and is attractive. So grab this beautiful piece for yourself or for gifting purposes.
Here the pendant is polished and is of golden shade which has a unique design and the golden
bead work is done with precision.
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Elegant small bead orange
thread dhokra necklace
Read More
SKU: 00543
Price: ₹1,184.50 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
This stylish piece of necklace exclusively available at crafts Odisha will leave you astonished by
its beauty. This subtle handcrafted jewel from the tribal of Odisha defines perfection and
beauty. It can be worn to every occasion. Here the pendant is polished and is of golden shade
which has a unique design and the golden beadwork is done with precision. Due to its intricate
design, it is catchy and attractive. So grab this beautiful piece for yourself or for gifting purpose.
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Black & Gold dokra beaded
necklace
Read More
SKU: 00532
Price: ₹1,493.50 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
this trendsetting handcrafted jewellery from Crafts Odisha will explain to you the proper
definition of beauty and perfection with this black and gold ornate. The black and golden
beadwork throughout the black cord will enhance the beauty of your neck and radiate your
personality and appearance. This charming piece is irresistible for those jewellery lovers out
there. Grab this classic dokra necklace at a very reasonable price.
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Brass ring black-golden beaded
necklace
Read More
SKU: 00534
Price: ₹1,184.50 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Necklace

Product Description
this trendsetting handcrafted jewellery from crafts Odisha will explain to you the proper
definition of beauty and perfection with this black and gold ornate. This necklace has five small
spirals attached to the brass beads at the center of the necklace. The black and brass beadwork
throughout the violet cord looks abstract and will radiate your personality and appearance. This
charming piece is irresistible for those jewelry lovers out there. Grab this classic dokra necklace
at a very reasonable price.
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Cone Shaped Cap Pattachitra
Style Wooden Sindur Dani 3.5 in
Read More
SKU: 01170
Price: ₹1,792.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description
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